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SUMMARY 

ZxperimeIzts were carrisd out at the Polytechnic 
Instftute of Brooklyn with both curved and flat reinforced 
sheet models the longitudinals 'of whfoh were loaded axially, 
The stress distribution in longitudinal8 and sheet was 
measured with electric strain gages, The stresses then .- 

were calculated with the aid of a procedure of successive 
approximations based upon oimplffying assumpttons condern- ' -- 
ing the state of stress in a uimple reinforced panel, The 
agreement between oalculatioas and experiment was found to 
be reasonably good, 

.,i-. 

INTRODUCTLON 

The methods of and the formulas used in the analysis 
of monocoque aircraft Btrucfures have been developed almost 
invariably for cylinders of circular, or possibly elliptic, 
cross sect%on and of uniform mecha'nical properties. Pet in 
actual aircraft touch structural elements are seld&m if ever 
found, Unfortunately, the direct methods of analysis are 
little suited to cope with the problem! involvfng complex 
cross-sectional shapes, irregular dfstri.bution of reinforc- 
ing elements, aancentrated loads, and cut-out6. tt is be-- 
lieved that the indirect methods recently advanced by Hardy 
Crosa (reference I), and particularly by 31, V, Southwell 
(reference 2), promise a solutfon of such problems, 

RESTRSOTZD ,’ --- -+.+-- *_. . . - 
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fn this i&direct approach the stress distribution. in . 
a structure under specified loads is determined through 
step-by-step approrimrr+ions, Xn each step the state of 
distortion of the structure is arbitrarily modified and 
the stresses carrespcndfng to the distortion are calcu- 
lated, The procedure must be uontinued until the stresses 
and the external loads over the entiye structure are in 
equili%rium, When the step6 are undertaken at raadoa, the 
procedure fs likely to lead to a solution only, if ever, 
aftar a very great number of steps, Tf the calculations 
are to be well ponvergent * that is, if a rsasonabXy rapid 
approach to the fdnal stats of distortion is eo be attained- 
the steps must be undertaken accopding to suitable predeter- 
mined patterns, Thfs is the reason Southwell called the 
procedure HMethod of Systematic Re1axations.s 

It is the ob;fect cf the present investigations to 
develop patterns which make a solution possible, with 
engineering accuracy; through a limited number of steps. 
This end is approached by -msans of theoretice3 consider-. 
ations, strain measuremants, and comparative calculations, 
The immediate goal is to v.ork out a procedure which per- 
mits the solution of the complex problems previously men- 
tioned even though approximate results are all that may 
be attained for the tine befag. 

c 

i 
d 

The procedure can be,refined so that it will gfve 
more accurate results, It is planned to carry out this 
development after the mole immediate problems are sdlveh, 

In this first report experiments are described which 
were performed in the Airqraft Structures fiaboratory of - 
the Polytechnic Insfifutefbf Brooklyn with both curved and 
flat sheet-stringer combin>tiOns. Par his contribution to 
the development of the apgaratUs 'and the testing technique, 
credit is due to Albert J, Cullea. The stress distribution 
under concentrated loads kas investigated with the aid of 
Saidwiti-Southwark Metaleotric strain gages. Dis;lscement 
patterns were developed for the step-by&step procedure the 
.use of which permits a rapid convergence of the cornputs- 
tioas. The results of the calculations were in reasonably 
good agreement with the tests, -- 

The report fs presented so that it can be understood 
without a previous knowlebge of the Southwell or the Bardy ' 
Cross method, 

This inveetigation, conducted at the Polytechgic 
fnstituta of Brooklyn, was sponsored by and conducted with 
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financial assistance from the National Advisory Committee 
for +ronautics, 
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SYMBOLS 

dlstance between adjaesnt longitudinals - -- 
diotance between adjacent transverse reinforce- 

ments' 

thickness of eheet 

blcck displacement 

vertical displacement of point N 

total vertical displacement of pcint N 

coordinates 

influence coefficient 

total effeotlve cross--sectional area of a 
stringer 

total effective area of a csatral stringer 

total effective area of an edge stringer . 

symbols used to designate horizontal sectiona 
through curved specimen 

symbpls.used to designate points of intersection 
of longitudinal and transverse reinforcements 

symbols used to designate bottom, middle, and 
top horizontal sectfon$, respectively, through 
flat specimen 

location of point C after displacement 

madulu.9 of elasticjty ' . - 
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u av 

T 
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I-DV 

tensile force in bar 

designation of a load condition of the curved 
specimen 

modulus of elasttc&ty in shear 

designations of luad conditions of the curved 
specimen 

length 

distance between points M and M 

shear force in panel 

horfzcntal force at point I 

vertical force at pafat R 
s 

unit shear strain 

average unft shear strain Qs panel 
. 

direct stress in stringer 

average direct stress in a hcrizoatal section 
of the sheet 

shear stress 

symbols used to designate strata gages 

symbols used to designate stringers 

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTICZATIONS 

Experiments with a BeZnfcrce+ Curved Sheet 
I 

One of the two identical semimonocoque models ts 

. . 

shown in figure 1, It consists of a semicircular cylfnder 
of galvanized steel sheet reinforced both in the longitudinal 
and circumferential directinns with hot r'olled steel at~ips, 
'PO retain the original shape of the models under load three -- 
heavy cbanaea sectton Rsupporting rings,ik cne each at top, 
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center, and bottom, were fastened to each model. These 
rings, shown in the photographs of the teat setup (figs, 
2 and 3), were attached only at the central stringer and 
were covered with greass so that they were capable of 
carrying loads only perpendicular to the surface of the 
model, 

The load was applied by an ordinary automobile jack 
through a system of frames and levers shown in the photo- 
graph of figure 4, This system transmitted equal loads to 
the bottom extensions of the central stringers uf the two 
models. The lever system at the top was so designed as to 
divide the reactionary farces approximately equally among 
the upper extensions of the 10 stringers contained in the 
two models. At the same time the upper ends of the string- 
ers were not restrained from relative vertical diaplace- 
merits, A31 movable joints were lubricated, 

.3 

rr . 

Since the loads applied at the top of the models were 
not collinear with those at the bottom,' a bending moment 
was exerted upon each of the models. Because of the sym- 
metrical arrangement of the two models, these moments were 
equal and opposite, It was consequently possible to make 
them balance each other through suitable connecting elements. 
The balancing forces were transmitted through the support- 
ing rrngs, Corresponding supporting rings were connected 
by thin cables and turn buckles at the bottom, piano wire 
at the center, and a double knife edge between bearing pads 
at the top. 

To check the load distribution and to obtain several 
Independent indications of the load, 14 calibrated load 
links were used. The forces were measured with Baldwin, 
Southwark SR-4 Metalectric strain gages of type A-1 and 
an SR-4 control box, On the 14 load 1Pnks as well as at 
the 35 reference points where the strain was measured on 
the model, the gages were arranged in pairs on opposite 
Sides of the structural element, connected fn series in - 
order to measure the average direct stress, A dummy gage 
was provided close to the model to provide for temperature 
compensation. - 

I 

The switching arrangement consisted of 49 brass blocks 
having l/2 inch tapered holes and a brass plug, Belden No, 
18 so3.id waxed aotton insulated push back wire was used for 
all wiring, 

After a number of prelfmtnary tests, th& final test 
runs F, H, and J were carried out corresponding to total 
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loads df approximately 1500, 4500, and 3000 pounds, 
respectively, equally divided between the two models, 
The data presented are averages of seatdings made for 
four to six load increments, The individual values 
differed only slightly, 

Experiments with the Reinforced $lat Sheet 

The test model shown in figure 5 consisted of a flat 
sheet of 245-T aluminum alloy reinforced with longitudi- , 
nallg and transversely arranged hot rolled steel strips. 
The test setup is shown in the photograph of figure 6. 
The load was applied by dead weights through a lever ays- 
tern which transmitted equal forces to the bottom exten- 
sions of the four stringers, The top end of the model 
was attached at the extensions of the two edge stringers 
to an equal arm lever, To preclude the buckling of the 
upper edge of the specimen, the distance between the 
stringer extensions was maintained by two steel spread- 
ing bars, Two lugs extending from these bars provfded 
a lubricated sliding support for the center of the upper 
edge of the model, 

Loads and strains were again measu'red with Baldwin- 
Southwark Metalectric strain gages, the loads through 
four load links and two pairs of gages at the upper two 
stringer extensfons, the strains through 30 pairs of 
gages attached to the model, The dummy used consfsted 
of a square of azuminum and steel aimliar to a sectfon 
of the model, Gages were mounted in pairs on both the 
sheet and the stringers, All wiring was done with No. 20 

'Roeplastic insulated solid copper wire, . . --L;=-‘Y 
After several preliminary test runs, the final tests 

were made at load increments of 240 and 480 pounds, reti 
spectfPelg, starting from a tare load of,240 pounds, The 
data presented are averages of six and five test runs, Ye- -- ---- -- 
spect ively, The individual values differed only slightly, 

ANALYSIS 02 TEST BESULTS 

Curved Model 

Values of the loads and stresses are presented in 
figures 7, 8, and 9 for the three f$nal load conditions, 
These figures also contain a sahematfc skatch of the lever 

.- 
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system. Values of the loads were obtained through the 
use of the experimentally determined calibration constants, 
those of the stresses through the use of the bridge and 
gage constants furnished by the gage manufacturer, - Xhsn 
strain was converted to stress, the mO&UlUe Of elasticity 
was assumed to be 30 'X lUs pounds per square inoh, and the 
state of stress to be uniaxial. Comparison of the indi-+ 
vidual load link readings permitted a aheck of the accu- 
racy of the load measurement. The maximum deviation was 
4,57 peroenf, 

The variation of the tensile stress in the stringers 
is shown in figure 10 for the 3QOO-pound load condition, 
The distributions for th8 other two conditfona were siufler 
and are omitted here, The variation of the direct stress 
in transverse sections of the model is given in figurss 11 

. and 12 corresponding to the 3000 and 450~21 pound Load con- 
ditions, respectively, It may be seen that although the 
curves are rather jagged they are consistent for the two 
case8 shown, The curves for the third condition are quite 
sinilar and for this reason are not presented, . 

The shapie of the curves Justifies the use af the co%,; 
ception of the effective width since the values of the 
stress in the centers of the pane3.e are materially lower 
than those close to the stringers, The magnitude of the 
effective width of sheet was determined by multiplying 
the total width of the sheet by the ratio of the average 
sheet stress to the weighted average stringer stress, In . , 
weighting the stringer stress the central stringers were 
counted twfce, the edge atrfngers once; corresponding to 
the number of adjacent effective strips of sheet, The 
results of these calculations are as follows: 

Effective width at; 

Run 

$ il500 lb) 
d (3000 lb) 
H (4500 lb) 

Section IC Section G 
(in.1 fk) 

9.72 16.50 
8.11 15.30 
9.33 17.60 

In the calculat,ions by successive approximations, 
which were carried out for the 3000 pound load condition,. 
average values were.used for the effective width, Prom 
the measured values the total effective area of a central . 
stringer .waa found to be 0,155 square inch, that of'an 
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edge str%sger 0,140 square inch, Moreover, a check on 
the accuracy of the strews measurements was possible, 
since the total load carrisdby any horizontal section 
across the model. must equal the applied load. This check 
gave a maximum error of 8.27 percent. It was also found 
that the load carried by the sheet aperaged 12.8 and 22.5 
percent of the total load in sections II and G, respectively. 

The distribution of the shearing stress in the sheet 
was al.so c&lcul,ated from the test data, 3n this calcu- 

lation it was assumed that the shear strain was constant 
across each panel and equal to the relative displacement 
gf the central points of adjacent stringer segments, The 
angle of shear' was first determined from the displacements 
of these points on the stringers considering the upper end 
point of each stringer ffxed in its, original position be- 
fore loading. The vertical displacement of any point of 
a strfnger could be calculated with the aid of a graphical . 
integration of the stringer stress curve, Any relative 
rigid body displacement of two adjacent stringers gives 
rise to untform shear stiafn..apd shear stress all along a 
vertical section through tha model, The actual relative 
displacement of two adjacent stringers could be deter- 
mined therefore from the condition of equilibrium of the 
vertical forces, The results of these calculations are 
presented for the 3000--pound load conditions only, since 
there is practically no difference between the diagrams 
'corresponding to the different load conditions except for 
the scale, Figure 13 shows the shear stress along the 
strfngers, figure 14 the deflected shape of the model. 

rlat Model 

The data for tha flat model were analysed in the 
same way as those for the curved model to obtain the 1oBds 
and stresses 5hOwn on the schematic drawing of the model 
(fig, 15 and 16), the curves of direct stress in stringer5 
(fig, 17) and the curves of direct stress in sheet (fig. 
18). Only the curves corresponding to the 24spound load 
increment case are presented here, Those corresponding to 
the 4SO-pound load increment were omitted since they axe 
practically idsntiual with the former ones if drawn to 
half the scale, 

r 

The uurves of stress distribution in the sheet present 
a more regular appearance than do those previously shown 
for the curved model, This might be due to the fact that 
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the gages on the flat model were located farther from the 
edges than those on the curved model. 

In the.evaluatPon of the total load cavsfed by the 
sheet the effect of the overlapped portions of the sheet 
had to be considered. The sheet of the flat model eras 
composed of three sections joined at the central stringers 
with an overlap of l/4 inch on each side of the center 
lines. It was assumed that the overlapped portions were 
subjected to the same stress as the stringer. The effeu- 
tive width of sheet was calculated in the manner disgussed 
for the curved model. Its value was found to be 7.37, 
7,75, and 5,03 inches in the top, middle, and bottom.sec- 
ttons, respectively, The avsrsge total effective area of 
an edge stringer was found to be 0,1301 square inch, that 
of a central stringer 0;1418 square' inch& The latter in- 
cludes the overleap. - It should be noted that both for the 
central and the edge stringer'the areas of effective width 
of the aluminum sheet were converted into equivalent areas 
of steel, 

The comparison of the total load carried in a hori- 
zontal section across the model w%th the applied load was 
again made. The maxfmum error was 5.5 percent. The load 
carried by the sheet was 18.8, 21.9, and 17.8 percent of 
the total load measured in sections T, M, and B, respec- 
tivelg, -.- 

- 

CALCULATION OF TEE STRESSES BY SUCCESSIVE APPRCXIMATIGXS 

General Features of the Procedure 

In-the procedure of successive approximations as 
de$eloped by B, V, Soutbwell the stresses in an elastic 
structure are determined :i:ndirectly through the calcu- 
lation of the elastic displacements, At the outset it 
is assumed that a number of points of the elastic struc- 
ture are rigidly attached to an imaginary rigid body; 
Step by step one point after another is freed from its 
imaginary conneotions - in the language of the procedure 
"released" - and moved in a direction which presumably 
brings ft closer to its final position in the loaded 
elastic structure, After eadh step the point that was 
moved is connected again to the rigid body, but in its new 
position,, The forces caused in the elastio body by the 
displacements are calaulated in each step, Through a 



Y 

sufficient number of steps these internal forces can be 
brought into equilibrium with ona another and with the 
given external loads (accurately enough for practical 
purposes) without resort to imaginary forces orfginating 
from the imaginary rigid body. When this is the case, 
in the parlance of the procedure the elastic body is 
nre1axed.e The displacements in this state are the actual 
displacements of the points of the elastic structure under 
the specified loads, and the corresponding internal forceis 
are the actual internal forces caused by the specified 
loading, in accordance with Kirchhoffrs theorem of the 
uniqueness of the solution of problems of elasttcity, 

An elastic structure can be assumed to contain an 
infinite number of mass points, 5t is obviously impos- 
sible to consider each one of them in the manner just 
discussed when the successive approximat%on procedure is 
applied to the structure, The procedure can be carried 
out, hOweV8r, if the structure is imagined to be decom- 
posed into finite knits'* which, through suitable assump- 
tions oonceraing their elastic properties, are considered 
capa'nle of only a limited number of elastic distortions, 
The choice of the unit, the assumptions concerning its 
elastic properties, and the calculation of the forces 
arising from distortions of the unit constitute the "unit 
problem,fl 

The Unit Problem 

The unit of the elastic structure considered in this 
paper consists of a panel of sheet metal and the four seg- 
ments of bars attached to its edges (fig, 19), The sheet 
is plane 'fn one of the test specimens, and in the other 
circular-cylindrical with straight generatrices running 
parallel to line AD, Zt is assumed that the bars are 
attached to one another by ideal pins, and that they have 
infinite rigidftg in bending, The most general distortion 
of the unit consists then of arbitrary displacements of the 
four corner points A, B, C, and D on the (plane and/or 
cylindrical) surface of the sheet, 

, 
The unit problem reducea, therefore, to the calcu- 

lation of the fQrces caused by a displacement of point C 
in figure 19a to the position Cs in figure 19b, This dis- 
placement entails the stretching of bar BC to the:length 
h -I- v, At the same time the #'ibers of fhe sheet are also 

? 
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. 
stretched. Instead of actually calculating the force 
required to stretch the sheet, it is preferable to take 
into account the resistance of 6h.e sheet to stretching 
through the addition of a suitably chosen effective area 
of sheet to the cross-sectional area of the iongitudinal 
BG* The tensile force F required at points B and C for 
this deformation is then g I f= h 

ic, -ii-- -..wr 

B = EAtotb/h) (1) - --.- 

where E is Youngis modulus of the material, and Atot 
the crose-sectional area of the longitudfnal augmented 
by the effective area of the sheet, 

In addition to the stretching of the fibers, the 
displacement pattern of ffgure 19b incorporates slidings 
of the fibers relarbive to one another. The corresponding 
angle of shear varies linearly from zero at A and B to 
its maximum -vslue at D and 61, the average value being 
equal to -42 divided by the wldth b of the panel, 
Consequently the average shearing stress 

The total force V necessary to overcome the shear 
resistance of the sheet 

vGth v,= 7th 5 i- 
2% 

(3) 

where t is the thickness of the sheet. BeCaUSe it i6 
imperative to reduce the number of points where the equi- 
librium of f*orces is conefdersd, the distributed Shearing 
stress along bar BC i6 replaced by two.forces, each of a 
magnitude V/2, applied at points B and C, respectively, 
Similarly th&e total shear force transmitted to bar AD is 
assumed to be concentrated at points A and II, 

.-- -. _ 
By imagining now that at first points A; B, C, and 

D are connected by rigid pegs to a rigfd body in their 
original posit$one according to figure 19a and subsequently 
the peg at G is removed, point C of the elastic structure 
displaced to position C* through the application of the 
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required force, and then the structure secured in its 
new position through the insertion of a new peg at 01, 
it is seen that the elastic rptructure must be fa a stat6 
of streas, Because of this it exerts force8 upon the 
pegs the magnitude of which can easily be .calculated with 
the aid of equations (l)to(3)and the remarks made in con- 
nection with them, The vertical components of the forces 
exerted by the alastic structure upon the rigid body 
through the intermediary of the peg6 are denoted by Y 
and a subscript which signifies the point at which the 
force is acting, These component8 are considered ~csi- 
tdve if acting downward, The displacement v of point C 
is also considered positive downward, with this notation 
the following expressions are obtained: 1 

yA = (Gth/4b)v 

‘B = [(%,,/h) - (Gth/4B)jp - 

= - t(=,.,/h) + (Gth/4b)]v 
(4) 

5 

=D = <Gth/Qb)v 

The algebraic sum of the four forces Y is, of course, 
zero for reasons of equilibrium, At the same the the 
horizontal Shear stress in the sheet gfves rise to hari- 
zontal forces X which must also be transmftted to the 
imaginary pegs at points A, B, C, and D, Because of the 
symmetry of specimen and loading, the horizontal forces 
are automatically balanced in the examples discussed in 
the present paper, Moreover, they are small. Consequently 
the horizontal forces are disregarded in all the calcula- 
tiOn6 t0 fOxlOW, 

It is believed that the arbitrary assumption of an 
effective width of sheet and of an average shear stress 
preserves the salient features of the much more complex 
actual state of stress in the unit problem, This belief 
is substantiated by the reasonable agreement between ex- 
periment and the stress values calculated by the success- 
ive approximation procedure based on the present solution 
of the unit problem, It must be admitted, however, that 
the use of an effective width value derived from the tests 
may have contributed to th$s agreement, It is planned to- 
tnvestigate the unit problem with greater rigor as soon as 
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*the more urgent problems conoernihg the use of the pro- 
cedure are eoloed, 

Influence Coeff$cients and Operations Table 

The influence coefficient CAB is defined as the 
vertical downward (gositire y-1 component of the force 
which auts upon the fmagfnary peg (the Hconstraints) 
at A when point B is moved through a unit distance 
vertically downward (Sn the positive y-direaticn). In 
the case of the unit problem 09 figure 19 the multipliers 
of v in equations (4)are the influence coefffi_cients, The 
multiplier In the first of the equations is yyAC * fn the 
second in the thfrd ryCCr and hn the fourth y? DC' 

When the elastic structure consists of several panels, 
the effect of each one must be donsidered, Thus in the 
example of ffgure 20 a displacement v of point' A causes 
shear stresses to occur in all the four panels, At the 
four corner point3 B, D, F, and H this circumstance does 
not entail any changes i-n the expressfons for the Influence 
coefficients derived previously, but at the midpoints C, 
1, G, and I of the four edge-bars the effect of the shear 
flow ip two adjaaent panels is superimposed, Accordingly, 

4 

S--. 
= yyGP = (EAtot/h)--(Gth/2b) 

YGbs = - t =A&h) - (G&/b) 

(51 

Again the sum of all the:influence coefficients is 
zero because of the requirements af the equilibrium of 
forcea in the vertical direction, This fact is helpful 
Sn calculating the influence coefficient of the .movfng 
point : it Is equal to -1 times the sum of the influence '- - 
ooefficients of the fixed points In the tables of fn- 
fI.uence coefficients given is th!s report only the coeffi- 
cie,lts having two different subscripts are listed, 
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The operations table lists the forces that act upon 
the imaginary constraints because of the dZfferent Hoper- ' . 
8t iO'nS" undertaken, Each operation consists of the dis- 
placement of one or more p&&&A3he structure while 

ff fxed,- rn the precedfng C~~CU- 
lations the only operations considered were those in 
which a single p'oint was moved, !3!hese simple operations 
are always.lfsted in the first rows af the operations 
table, The rapidity of the convergence of the "relaxa- 
tions" discussed in the following section can be materi- 
ally increased if sgrOUptt and nblockn displacements are 
8160 used, A group displacement is defined as any com- 
bination of elementary dfsplacements, It block displace- 
ment is that kind of group Bisplacement in which the 

. distances of two or more points are preserved, that is, 
in which two or more points are displaced simultaneously 
as a rigid block relstipe to the rest of the points of 
the structure, 

J In the present investfgatioa it was found adoantageous 
to make use of block displacements in which an entire longi- 

d tudinal was moved, Phe forces introduced by such a block 
displacement can be found by adding up the forces caused 

c ' 
by the individual displacements of each point involved, In 
soffie cases, however, it is simpler to calculate the forces 
directly in the same way the unit problem w&s solved, 

As an example of a' block displacement let 1ongituLinaJ 
, EFGH in figure 21 be moved downward through 8 unit distance - -- 

v L= 1. Sinae no portion of the stringers is elongatedvS and 
consequently no direct stress set Up, the forces induced are: 

=A = Yb = *I -. YL = Qth/$b 

i . 

z 

ylJ = PO = YJ = Pg = Gth/2b J' 

yJ2 = YH =.l;iGth/Sb 

Y* = YG = -Gth/b 3 
Relaxation Table and the Calculation of the Stresses 

The operations listed in the operations table, multi, i ' 
plied by suitable constants, are entered in ths r818X8tion 
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table in such a way as to bring about most rapidly an 
approach to complete equfli,brium in the procedure of such 
cessive approximations, In the first row of the table the 
applied loads are given,. Since the loads and their reac- 
tions do not act at the same points, and since before the 
structure is elastically distorted in the step-by-step 
procedure no internal forces are assumed to act fn the 
structure, the loads and reactions must be considered 8s . 
being transmitted through the spegs" to the Imaginary 
rigid body, Without ths imaginary restraints, therefore, 
no equilibrium is possible, 

In the first step of the relaxations it appears 
advantageous to dieplace the point at which the greatest 
(unbalanced) external force is acting, Bar this purpose 
the operation should be chosen from the operations table 
that, while balancing the force in question, introduces 
the smallest possible forces at the neighboring points, 
Sbhan the operation is performed, the point which was disc 
placed is in equilibrfw, but a number of other points are 
unbalanced (if the forces transmitted by the imaginary pegs 
are disregarded), It seems reasonable to proceed then to 
the balancing of the greatest remaining unbalanced force 
with the aid of the most suitable operation and to continue 
this procedure, hutil, after a sufficient number of steps, 
all the unbalanced forces are reduced to values small 
enough to be considered negligible for practical purposes. 

The procedure just described works well when applied 
to simple structures in which the balancing of On8 point 
does not throw large unbalanced forces to a great number 
of other pofnts, In the present problem, however, th8 
convergence of such a procedure is very slow, The rapidity 
of the convergence can be increased if the operations in- 
volving simple displacements are supplemented by operations 
involving group displacements developed from 8 considera- 
tfon of the most likely displacement patterns of the elastic 
structure, 

. 

The boundary conditions of the problems investigated 
in the present paper consist of given values of the forces 
at the ends of the longitudinals. The dlsplaaements of 
the end points are pot restricted. Obviously the smaller 
one of the end loads OS any single longitudinal is trans- 
mitted through the longitudinal to balance part of the 
larger end load, while the difference of the two end loads 
must be transmitted through the sheet to the neighboring 
lengitudinals. The smaller end load, therefore, causes a 
uniform elongation of the stringer, while th8 difference of 
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the two end loads gives rise to varying elongations of the 
stringer and to shearing strain in the panels of sheet. 
Moreover, since the force required for an elongation of the 
.stringer is much greater than that required for a.comparable 
displacement due to shear, the succession of steps listed 
below was found advantageous and followed in the balancing 
procedure; 

(I.) Displace individual points of one stringer only 
until the unbalanced forces along the stringer attain 
magnitudes approximately proportional.to those given for 
the blook~displsoemsnt discussed at the end of the pre- 
oedizxg section, 

(2) Displace the stringer as a block by an amount 
sufficient to balanae as much of these forces as possible, 

’ (3) Repeat th e steps described under (1) and (2) 
with the same longitudinal and the others contained in 
the structure until the unbalanced forces attain vsluas 

t which can be considered negligibly small, 

The success of the procedure described her8 is due 
to the fact that steps listed under (1) cause little 
change in the adjaconf loagitudinals because of the small 
shear rigidity of the sheet, 

rijhen the relaxation is completed, the displacement 
of each point must be computed by adding up the displace- 
ments it underwent in each operation, It is advisable to 
list these values in a check ta’ble and to calculate frow 
theln the forces at each point with the aid of the opera- 
tions table, The forces should be entered in the check 
table and added up, Fhe sums of the forces are then listed 
in the last row of the uheck table. These sums may differ 
from those given dn the last row of the relaxation table 
becauss of cumulative arithmetic inaccuracies, and possi- 
ble mistakes made during the relaxations, One of the great 
advantages of the present procedure is that these mistakes 
need not be traced back and corrected in the relaxation 
table even if they cause sieeable unbalanced forces to 
appear in the last row of:the ah.eck table, Instead, the 
unbalanced forces can be assumed as a new loading for the 
structure, and the relaxation can be continued until they 
are reduced to neglfgibly small quaatlthes. 

When the relaxation is completed, the stresses in 
thz elastfc structure may be computed, The direct stress 
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in a segment of a vertical bar between points M and X is 

where 
Li, 

ie the length of the segment, !Vhe shear stress 
in the s4Eet between points P and Q on adjacent verticals 
iS 

where b fs the distance between the verticals, 

Numerical Example - %he Flat Sheet Tested 

The manner in which the method of successive approxi- 
mations can be applied to practical problem6 is shown fn 
the following example of the flat sheet described in the 
section on Experimental Znveatigations, With the aid of 
the effective areas of edge and center stringer calculated 
in the section on Analysis of Test Results and the eque+- 
tions previously gfven in the present segtion, the unit 
problam may be solved and the operations table set up. 
Since the model and the loading are symmetrical, shear ,is 
not transmitted by the central pansI* Consequently 811 
calculations may be based on One-h83.f the model (fig, 22). 

IBy using the following numerical values 

Atot edgeEih = (O.lSOl x 35 x i06)/a = 48.8 i 10" 

Atot c*ntE/h = (0.1418 x 30 X IO')/8 = 53.2 X lo4 

Gth/4b = (3,8 X lo8 X 5,021 X 8)/4 X 8 = 2.00 x IO4 

the influence coefficients can be readily determined. . 
They are tabulated as follows; 
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Influence Coefficients . 

(lb/%.x Ir4) 4 
nm AB BE A$ BE BB' EF ZJ IK 

Gnrn 2.00 46.8 2-00 2.00 61,2 4.00 46.8 2.00 
L 

nm I PJ FK 3K JN JO ' KN KO NO 

Enm 2.00 51,2 4,OO 46.8 2-00 2.00 51.2 2,OO . 

The opsratPons table is obtained from the tabulated 
influence coefficients, 

Operations T8ble 
- 

[Tortes in lb, displacements in in,% 104] 

I 2.00 51.2 

I 

46.G 2.00 

1’ 

5 *K 
--I-- 

46.8 2.00 

1 

'N '0 

46.G 2.00 

2.00 51.2 

Jj0.u' 2.00 

2.00 -55-2 

-4.00 4.00 
L 

Note : e-w vbxock corresponds to 

vA = tQ.$ = VJ = VN = 1 8Smultaneously 

Prom the equilibrium of thk model shown in figure 22' 
it can be.seen that the 6Q-pound force at N ie transmitted 

. 
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to A by direct stress in the stringer; while the 6Gpound 
force at 0 is transmitted tb A by shear in the sheet, If 
the unbalanced forces are distributed in such manner that 

and 
YA = - YB = YN = -20 = -10 

and ig a block displacement of proper magnitude is,taken, 
equiliqrium will be attained, 5his procedure is followed in 
t'he relaxation table as closely as the operations table permits: 

Relaxatfon Table 

-28 70 

;y21 -14 -20 14 -28 TO 
1 34 3 -73 1 34 

-20 20 -17 -59 -27 104 
3 79 3 45 

-020 20 -14 20 -2Q 19. 
20 A20 20 -20 10 -10 

1 I 1 

-1 0 -14 - g 
vJ = m.04 -2 t -2 

‘ 

-.25 
-1 0 -2 ' 0 10 0 -16 g 

vN = -12 -1 13 -1 

w.02 
-1 0 "2 0 -=2 -1 -3 g 

vB 4 1 -1 
I 

-1 2 -2 -1; 1 -2 -1 L3 I t"9 = .06 31 ‘.-7 ; 
-1 1 "2 2 -2 -8 A3 11 

VQ = .EO 10 -11 
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The first row of figures in the relaxation table 
shovs the external forces with their ppoper signs, In 
order.to get the desired unbalanoeh force at &, 110 
Eirunds nust be applied at that point, From the operations 
table it can be seen that this force may best be obtained 
by displacing'pofnt A, 
must be 

The magnitude of the displacsment.~____ .._ 

[llO/(-50;8) 3 x 1 = -2.16 units 

Iho other forces asused by a unit displa.cement of A are 
multiplied by -2.16, and these values are used to fill ia 
the socoad row of the relaxation table, 9!he sresidual 
forces* - that is, the forces remainiltg after a relaxation 
has been applied - are obtained by addfng PQWS 1 and 2, 
Throughout the table, the values below the solid lines are 
the reefdual farces. In order to get the desired force 
at E without introducing new forces at A, point J is dis- 
placed and the oalculatfons are carried out in a manner 
sfmilar to that described in connection with the displace- 
ment of point A. rPhis procedure is continued, and also 
applied to the other stringer until's block displacement 
appears to be advantageous, It can be seen from the re- 
laxation table that the residuat forces are close to zero 
after the block displacement has been made, In order to 
obtain more aacurate values, the remaining forces are again 
relaxed until a new block displacement may be taken, All 
the residual forces are now smalL enough to be neglected, 
However, further relaxations could be made if greater 
accuracy were necessary, 

After completion of the relaration table the check 
table is set up? The sums of the forces, given in the last 
row of the check table, differ slightly frem corresponding 
values in the relaxation table, This is due to the fact 
that fractions were neglected,‘ However, the residual forces 
are small enough to be dfsregarded, 
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Check Table 

21 

. 

v I P’J Y I Ye 
tot -A -3 -1 

I 1 I t I 

Exteraal .-. 1 
loads -120 60 60 

VA 3 -4,91 260 -10 -230 -10 

VB = -,27 -1 15 -1 -14 

3 = -2,75 -129 280 -11 -129 -6 
i 

yr = 0 

vJ = -1.06 . -50 -2 IO8 -4 ~50 -2 

VK 3 -72 1 37 3 -?9 1 37 

VN = ,33 1 15 1 -17 1 

vO = 1.74 . 3 89 3 -96 

cp 
f 

0 -1 0 0 0 1 -3 0 

From the total deflections vt.ot. the direct 83ress 
in the segments of the langitudinals can be calculated 
with the aid of equation 7. 
in the table to follow, 

!Phe calculations are presented 
It should be noted that S/L,, = 

30 X IO'/8 r3.75 X &O* ppunds per square inch per Inch fox 
every segment of longitudinal, 

Direct Stress in Stringers . 

\ 
Member v, tot va tot tv 1p tot-vm tot) Stress 

mn (Pd 

BE, DX -4,91 -2.75 2,16 910 
L-2.75 4.06 1.69 634 

JK, MQ . --L, 06 l 33 a,39 521. 
-.27 0 101 

FK, 
.27 

GL 0 -72 .72 270 
LP J KO, .72 1.74 I,02 i 382 
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The values of the st$esses calculated with the sue- 
cessive approximation method are compared in figure 23 
with the experimental values obtained for the model, The 
experimental curves are those of direct stress distribu- 
tion in the stringers for the 240 pound load increment, 
Since the stresa values calculated by the successive ap- 
proximation method are assumed uniform along the stringer 
over ,each panel, they give constant stress lines for each 
stringer segment. The experimental and calculated stress 
distribution curves show reasanably good agreement, 

As ,the model contained large unsupported panels of 
flat sheet, the shear rigidity may have been smaller than 
caloulated thsoretically, Therefore the successive a+ 
proximetions procedure w&8 repeated assuming the shear 
rigrdity one-quarter its formerly used value, 'Phase calcu- 
lations are presented in tables 1 to 5, and the resulting 
direct stress in stringers $8 shown by the dotted lines in 
figure 23, If the stress curves 80 obtained are compared 
with the experimental curves, closer agreement than that 
formerly obtained can be seen for the central stringers. 
It should also be noticed that the new stress values are 
very near the first ones obtained, notwithstanding the 
fact that ths shear rigidity was assumed to be much dif- 
ferent. This indicates that large errors in the assumption 
of the shear rigidity of the sheet cause but small differ- 
ences in the final results. 

Calculations by Successive Approximations fo$ 

the Curved Sheet Model 

The calculations for the curved model Were slightly 
different from those for the flat model since the purpose 
of these calculations was not to present an example of the 
method but to check its accuracy against measured values af 
the stresses in run J (3000-lb load condition), A sketch of 
the developed model, Showing the external loads and identi- 
fying the joints, is given in figure 24, 

The influence coefficients and,the first rows of the 
operations tab18 (tables 6 and 7) were calculated as aut- 
lined earlier in this section except for the consideration 
of the shear: in the unit problem illustrated by figure 19 
the total shear reaction was assumed to act at the moving 
point (point C). In the tables psrtalning to the curved 
model minus signs are omitted and negative numbers are 
underlined, 
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Since the loading was only approximately symmetrical, 
it was necessary to balance all 25 joints individually, 
Advantage was taken of a particular group displacement in 
order to reduce the labor of relaxation, This group dis- 
pl.acement consisted of a simultaneous displacemen% of all 
joints to the positions derived for the deflected shape of 
the model in the Analysis of 'Pest Results. The forces 
corresponding to these displacements are shown in the SOC- 
and rows of tks operations table (table 7), 

'fhe original external loads and the affect of the 
group displacement are shown in table 8, Tt may be seen 
from the last row of this table that the original forces 
were greatly reduced by this displacement, 

It was observed that, although ther8 were comparatively 
large unbalanced foraes present at the individual joints, 
the algebraic sum of the unbalanced forces along any one 
stringer was nat excessive. Trial calculations proved that 
unbalanced forces of this kind can best be reduced by dis- 
placing individual points of the stringer relative to one 
of the points whfch lo held fixed, The total load on the 
stringer is not greatly affected by such displacements, 
since only by relatfve displacements of adjacent stringers 
can it be materSally ahanged. 

The manner in which this scheme was employed to 
expedite the convergence of the relaxation mtzy be seen 
from an oxamination of the relaxation table (table 9). It 
will bo observed that the central point of the stringer was 
chosen as the fixed point, 

A departure was made from the'practice of the preoeding 
example in that unchanged'residual forces were not rewritten 
at each step of the relaxation procedure, An effort was 
made first to reduce the unbalanced forces on th8 central 
stringer (0, H, 8, S, X), since the greatest individual 
unbalanced force occurred along this stringer as may be 
seen in the first line of the relaxation table, Fhe al- 
gebraic sum of the forces on the oentral stringer was 112 
pounds, ff this force had been divided among the joints in 
a manner proportionate to the forces resulting from a block 
displacement of the stringer (shown in the operations tablo, 
tablo 7), there would have been 14 pounds at each end point 
and 28 pounds at each inner point, Since the sum of the 
forces at S and X equaled ~344 pounds and the desired sum 
of the forces at these points was 42 pounds, ft was noc- 
essnry to add 386 pounds to the lower part of the stringer 
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by takbg this force away from point N through a dis- 
placement of point S, 

Yext a displacement of X was taken to eliminate the 
force at X and to reduce the force at S, After completion 
of these steps of the procedure the sum of the forces at, 
S and X was found to be greater than the 42 pouddsdesired. 
The difference was due to the shear forces introduced by 
the large displacements neaessary to balance the large 
force urigiaally at X, 

The same system of relaxations was employed to reduce 
the forces at R and C, fn all the relaxations so far per7 
formed, the central point wae not displaced. 

The total unbalanced force co the central stringer 
was then found to be 280 pounds, which could be divided . 
into forces of 35 pounds at the end points and ?U pounds 
at the inner points, Since the total force at S and X 
was 256 pounds and 105 pounds wa$ desired, point S was 
displaced to add 154 pounds to point IJ, Eiext point X was 
displaced to balance roughly the resultant forces at S 
and X, 

b 

The procedure was continued untfl there were reasonably 
small 'posit$ve forces left at all the joints along the 
stringer, Then a block dfsplacement of the stringer was 
taken to transfer the leads to the adjacent stringers, After 
the block displacement a few local adjustments served to re- 
duce the maximum unbalanced force along the central stringer 
tc less than 50 pounds at any joint, 

The unbalances on stringers A, f, L, Q, V,and B, G, K, 
R, W were reduced by,following the same general procedure, 
that is, leaving the central points L and M in their ori&- 
inal positions, Then a block displacement of stringer B, G, 
M, 2, Y, followed by small local displacements, reduced the 
maximum unbalanced force to 43 pounds, 

The goal had arbitrapily been set at 50 pounds maxinu& 
residual force,which corresponded to 3--l/2 percent of the 
maximum external load, but the method could have been con- 
tinued to reduce this re.sidual force tc any.desired value, 

The check table (table 10) shows that the final re- 
sidual forces are sufficiently small to make further re- 
laxations unneuessary, The direct stresses in the stringers - 
were calculated by the same procedure as was employed with 
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the flat model (table ll), The shear stress distribution 
was determieed with the aid of equation(&). These calcu- 
lations are contained in table 12, 

A comparison of experimental and calculated values 
of direct stress in stringers and of shear stress in 
sheet is shown in figures 25 and 26, It may be seen 
that good qualitative agreement was obtained, The error 
was greatest at the point of maximum stress where the 
ooncantrated load was introduced, It fs believed that 
the assumption of a. constant effective width of sheet 
throughout the model was largely responsible for this 
deviat~ioa, In stringers I, II, and IV there appears to 
be a systematic deviation betWe8n experimental and calcu- 
lated values, ehis observation, however, is not neces- 
sarily correct since ths stress in the stringers was 
measured only at sections B and D, and the experimental 
curves were drawn in the simplest possPble way between 
these points, 

The convergence of the successiva approximation 
procedure is rapid in the calculation of the stresses in 
a flat or cylindrical reinforced sheet with concentrated 
axial loads applied to the end points of the longitudinal 
reinforcements, provided the end aoints-?uf the lo?qitudinals .--_.= 
are not restraineh,from axial displacement, if the i-tioc.esL-- ---- .-.-_ L ._-___- 
sion of steps listed below is followed in the balanciag pro- * 
ceduce; 

(1) Displace individual points of one longitudinal 
until the unbalanced forces along it attain magnitudes 
approximately proportional to the forces cawed by a 
block displacement of the entire longidinal, 

(2) Displace the longitudinal aa a block by an amount 
sufficient to balance as much as possible of the unbalanced 
forces remaining after the steps described under (1) are 

'performed, 

(3) Elepeat th 8 steps described under (1) and (2) with 
the came longitudinal and the others contained in the struc- 
ture until the unbalanced forces attain values which can be 
considered negligibly small. 
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The effective width of sheet is not constant along _ 
the longitudinals, .In the experiments carried out the. 
ratio of effe6tive width to 

--. - 
total width was found to-vary 

from 0.33 to 0.72 in the curved specimen, from 0,2L to 
0.32 fn the flat specimeg, Nevertheless, reasonably good 
agrooment was obtained between stresses measured in exw 
periment and those calculated on the assumption of a eon- 
stant average value of the effective wfdth, 

In the calaalstions by successive approximations a 
reduction of the value of tha shear modulus to one-quarter 
its theoretical value did not cause any material changes 
in the stresses computed. 

Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, 
Brooklyn, 2'7%~ York, February, 1944, 

1, Cross, Hardy, and Morgan, Newlin Dolbey; Continuous 
Frames of Reinforced Cdncrete. John Wiley and Sons, 
(Hew York), 1932. . 

2, Southwell, 
Science, 

R, P.2 Relaxatfon Methods in Engineering 
A Treatise on Approximate Computations, 

Clarendon Press (Oxford), 1940, 

. 
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EAsIlE 1.; IrnLuENGE COEFFICfENTS FOB 3x&! Z.fOrnL 

WITH REDUCED !3HmLEt RIGIDITY 

[lb/in. x lo-*1 

nm A3 &ST Je EE 33 m E3 XK 
- 
wm 0.50 48.3 0.50 5,50 52*? 1.00 4&3- 0.50 

nip FJ J?K JK JN JO m Ko NO 

GM 0.50 52.7 1.00 48.3 0.50 0.50 52.7 0.50 -. 

!l!AT3Lz 2.w OPERATIOX TABI Z'OB F&AT 1:ODEL 'dITH REDUCED SHEA3 RIGIDITY 

Forces in lb, dis@,caent B in in. X lo4 3 

Y’ Y A 3 

-49-3 .50 

050 95367 

Me3 -50 

.50/ 52.7 

4p;*3 l 50 

050 52*7 
cwr6 ' 1.00 

1.00 -107.4 

4g*3 150 

.fio 524 

4893 .50 

l 5Q' 52~7 

mgg.6 1.00 423.3 

1.00 -czLo7.4 l 50 

48.3 ' .50 y49.3 

050 52e7 .5c 

2.001 -l., -2.00/ 

*50 , 

5?.7 

l 50 

-53*7 

l&O 

NOTE: vblook correqonds to VA 7 VE = VJ = VN E 1 sinultaneous1yc 
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Extemel loads -3.20 I f I I 60 60 

VA = -2.23 130 -1 qog -1 

-lob -1 60 60 
YJ = 1,82 88 1 -179 2 88 1 

vm = 3.29 

4.0 -1 -20 0 4 -14 63 
ViJ = r.20 13 -31 

1 t 
. 4.0 4 63 

31 

t 

7rlC= -59 I I I I 
-10 10 -20 20 Yf = 1.50 -19 I , -7; -14 1 -41 94 

4.0 10 u-20 20 -a8 20 -13 13 
vblock = "10.0 . 10 -10 20 -20 20 -20 10 -10 

t 0 0 0 3 ‘ 
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Vtot 

Zxtern& loads 

VA e -12.23 

-JR = w.20 

VE = -10.00 

VF = 0 

“J = &.1g 

VK = l 5Y 

VN = -6.71 

% = 1.50 

I . Mmbcr 
mn 

‘b 

-120 

603 

-483 

% YE: 

t 

-6 -591 

11 

-5 9g6 

-395 

L 

0 Q ‘4 

-5 

43 

-63 

-3 

79 

0 

60 

-395 

331 

1 

L3 

TLmFi 5.- DIRECT STRZSS IN STRIYGEB FOR F&AT MO= 

WITH 2@EK%D S2UR -RIGIDSTY 

%I tot vn tot (vn totqvm tot) 

-12.23 -10.0 2.23 
-lO+O U&,1$ 3.82 

rtz.38 -6.73 l& 
**20 

0 
.5; .20 . 

l 59 
.59 lb5 991 

1 

Stress 
Ipd 

8% 
683 
5% 
2z? ’ 
341 
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T’LE 6. INFLUENCE GOE~FICIENTS FOR CURVE0 MODE& 

Y^v 
Bad4 

2.62 
700 
2.62 
2.62 
2.62 
2.62 
725 
2.62 
2.62 
77.5 
2.62 
2.62 
2.62 
71s 
2.62 
2,62 
7m 
5.25 
7QC 
2.62 
5.2s 
2.62 
77;s 
2.62 

z- 1Ul 

H-J 

H-M 
H-N 
H-cl 
3-K 
J-0 
3-N 
3-P 
KQ 
K-P 
L-M 
L-Q 
L-R 
M-N 
M-Q 
M-F? 
M-S 
N-0 
N-R 
N-S 
N-T 
Q-P 
O-S 
0-T 

l 

Y^v 

K io* 

1 

5.25 
2.62 
7zs 
2.62 * 
5.25 
7z5 
2.62 
2.62 
2.62 
70.0 
5.25 
70.0 
2.62 
3.23 
2.62 
7zs 
262 
S.ZS 
2.62 
77.3 
2.62 
5.25 
2.626 
775 

I 

%m 
0-u 
P-T 
P-U 
Q-V 
Q-W 
R-S 
R-V 
R-W 
R-X 
S-T 

s-w 
s-x 
S-Y 
T-u 
T-X 
T-Y 
T-Z 
U-Y 
U-Z 
V-W 
W-X 
X-Y 
Y-Z 

r5 YY 
t \oq 

7.62 
E-62 
7o.c 
7O.C 
2.62 
5.25 
2.62 
7x5 
2.62 
5.25 
s.25 
2.62 
7zs 
2.62 
525 
2.62 
7zs 
2.62 
2s 
7o.c 
2.62 
2.62 
2.62 
2.62 
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TABLE 7. OPERATIONS TABLE: FOR CUWED MODEL. SHEET 1. 

ii 

t. 
n 

7?.5 2 
0 0 

k-1 
VA-0 



TMLEZ OPERATICN4S TABLE FOR CURVED MODEL. SHEET 2. 
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TABLE 7. OPERATIONS TABLE FOR CURVED MODEL. SHEET 3. 

. 
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TABLE 7. 0PERATK)NS TABLE FOR CURVED MODEL. SHEET 3. 

. 

. 
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TAfCE 8. GROUP RELdXATlON FOR CURVED MODEL. 

171307256000000000 0000000~l#l600 --- 

763p'L;2!VWi2~\5J 131 24 491443 298 -- 3 2 21 43 184 79 20 70% 7413 

5 35 t 343129153w ~l44bJna 21 -- 48104 79 24 20 70528 74 13 
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TABLE 9. RELAXb,TION TABLE FOR CURVED MODEL. SHEET I. 

vH= 1.50 4 lib 4 8k4 a 4 116 4 

~IZI~III !I231 1 170'28l@j I 

554 5 

l!l$k 

a 10 

4110 2 -- 
38110 39 Ia 246 126 e 72 79 

v, =l.7J !I\= 4 -- 4 132 3 

%=yI1v, 34 40 35 m 114 130 
%i-Iyr= 13 16 13 265326 26 s 26 

I 136 I 47 I I4 I 43 I I l-l-l 343 IO2 61 F-I-4 04 49-4 Y-I 43 I9 l-l 53 -I 5 21 

I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

I8 I84 79 24 20 70 52 74 13 

&fJ~2k J33fib .I3 
2211061 53 57914 61 

26 53 26 13 26 13 

36 13 67 24 20 53 24 57 I3 

I I I I I I I I 
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TABLL 9. RELAXATION TA0lZ FOR CURVED MODEL. SHEET 2. 
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TABLE 9. RELAXA’I’W ‘TABLE FOR CURVED MODEL. 

P Vs8 I.01 I I I I I I I I I I I 3l7al 3 I , 63 20 

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 

I' i i-i ,i 

Ivw=Eod I Id I .I I 

/ / j 

. 

1 

c 

SHEET 3. 
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TABLE IO. CHECK TABLE. FOR CURVED MODEL., 

I I I I I I I I I I I 
II I I I 111 I I I I I 

! ! ! .!---! ! ! ! ! ! I I 
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TABLE 11.0 CALCULA~fON 033 TEXSION Ill STRINGERS 

STRINGi% I 

itibol 
T 

Displacement 

I 

StY.%SS 
(in. x UT-*) (psi) 

VA 

% 

s, 

“e 

VV 

--- 
-..e- 

“c 

VII 

% 

vi? 

% 

?I3 

Tf 

vP 
. 

* T7 

93 

-10.11 

L6.56 

-3*-P 

-2,ll 

STRIPE 

2.17 

. 6.38 

12457 

a.72 

35.96 

I 

3.55 ~7-70 

2.86 1430 

r 
1.59 795 

l 59 295 

4a. 2110 

6.19 3090 

9.15 @go 

x4,24 7120 

STRINGER v 

-7.22 
a 2.87 

-J-b35 
1.80 

-2455 
l go 

-1.65 
l 3o 

4.35 

Sy?nbol 

% 

3 

vO 

Yc 

vy 

2.00 

4,6k 

5,go 

. sl?RS’zC 

2,66 1330 

1.14 570 

-3.60 

1.14 

3.30 

.6.04 

7.20 

3.46 1730 

3.44 1720 

2,7& 1370 

1.36 5f= 

--- -- - 
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I 

TABma 12.- CALCULATIOX OF SHEAR STRESS 

- 
section 

A 
B 
c 
3 
zc 

STRXNGEl$ 

I I 

l;;;?;$qg- -10.11 

-2:u 4:66 t 6:7+ 
-1.52 5, a0 ?,32 

6TRINGEB . 

t 
I Str%RS, 

(psi) ‘1 

. '739 
a15 
998 

1190" 
1280 

‘I ! 

Section 

i .:!~- 

streser 

CPM 

3.410 
1450 
1850 
2980 
5270 

,A 
B 
c 
b 
E 

$;by;me~; 

--jz-J$+- 
21:72 6:04 
35.96 7.20 

STRIPtGEa 

(Psi) 

-5.77 
-6.52 
-9.27 

-15.68. -2740 
-28,76 -5030 

I 
S6ctiol.3 IV v i V--IQ stress 

Displacement 
(in, X lQ-4) 

(Psi) 

A -3.60 ' --7,22. ' 
i 

-3.62 -634 
-.14 -4,35 -4.21 -736 
3.30 

3 
-2.55 -5.85 --1020 

6.04 -1.65 
E I 

-7.69 -1340 
I 7.20 V-1.35 -a.55 -1500 

l 

- 
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Fi,gure 2.- Curved model test eet-up. 
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*Figure 3.0 Upper lever system for curved model. . 
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NACA TN No. 934 Fig. 6 

Figure 6.- Flat model test set-up. 
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FiG.8. CURVED MODEL WITH MEASURED LOADS AND 
STRESSES. . 3000 LB LOAD CONDITION. 
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FIG.9. CURVED MODEL WI,TH MEASURED LOADS AND 
STRESSES. 4500 LB LOAD CONDITION. 
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FIG. IO. DIRECT STRESS IN STR\NGERS. 
3000 I-B LOAD CONDITION. 
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FIG. 14. DEFLECTED SHAPE OF MODEL. 
3000 l-0 LOAD CONDITION. 

SCALE = MODEL ‘4 DEFORMAT\ON 200 TO I. 
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Fit.%. FLAT MODEL WITH MEASURED LOADS AND . 
STRESSES. 240 LB LOAD INCREMENT. 
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FB.23. CALCULATED AND MEASURED DIREGT STRESS 
IN S-IWNGERS -IN FLAT MODEL. * 

0 MEASURED VALUES. 
CALGUlAl’ED. FULL SHEAR R\GlDITY. 

-de C)cLcuLjcTED, ONE-QUARTER 8HEAR RIGIDITY. 
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FIG. 25. CALCULATED AND MEASURED DIRECT STRESS IN 
STRINGERS FOR CURVED MODEL. ’ 

CURVES SHOW VALUES DERlVE.0 FRQM EXPERIMEW. 
c\~cxEs INDICATE CALCULATED VALUES. 
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FIG. 24. COMl?ARlSON OF SHEAR STRESSES FOR CURVED MODEL. 
CURVES SHOW VALlKS DERIVED FROM EXPERIMENT. -rl 
CIRCLES INDICAm CALCULATED VALUES. 
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